which exhibits a fiber bundle structure of Me with base space M and fiber iq. Furthermore, if a C iq is a maximal abelian subspace, then iq = Ad(G r ).a, and one derives that Me == G.Exp(a), i.e., that each G-orbit in Me meets the subspace Exp(a). A typical example of this fiber bundle structure is the polar decomposition of the complexification K<c of a compact Lie group X, viewed as a symmetric space of the group G = KxK. In this case it is given by the polar map K x it -> jFCc, (fc, X) i-^ kExpX.
From a complex geometric point of view there are several natural questions about these spaces. Since Me = G.Exp(zq) = G.Exp(a), a Ginvariant function on Me is determined by its values on Exp(zq), resp. Exp(a), and likewise a G-invariant domain D C Me is determined by a corresponding G-invariant domain J9q C iq with D = G.Exp(jDq). In [AL92] Azad and Loeb give a characterization of the G-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on D (under the assumption that jDq H a is convex) as those corresponding to Weyl group invariant convex functions on D^ H a. Moreover, they obtain a description of the envelopes of holomorphy of invariant domains which previously has been derived by Lasalle (cf. [Las78] ).
The purpose of this paper is to extend these results concerning complexifications of compact symmetric spaces to an appropriate class of non-compact symmetric spaces naturally arising in representation theory and in the geometry of causal symmetric spaces (cf. [H096] ). Unfortunately it turns out that for a non-compact symmetric space one can no longer work with the full complexification because in general it does not permit a description as a domain of the type G. Exp(zq). Nevertheless for a large class of spaces such descriptions exist for interesting G-invariant domains whose boundary contains the symmetric space G/G 7 '.
Let us briefly describe our setup. Let (^, r) be a real symmetric Lie algebra and Q = \} + q the corresponding eigenspace decomposition for r. We call an element X € Q elliptic if the operator ad X is semisimple with purely imaginary spectrum. The existence of "enough" elliptic elements in q is important in many contexts. If Q is a compact Lie algebra, then q consists entirely of elliptic elements. If (5, r) is a compactly causal symmetric Lie algebra in the sense of [H096] , then q contains open convex cones which are invariant under the group Inng(()) of inner automorphisms of g generated by e^ and which are elliptic in the sense that they consist of elliptic elements. In recent years this class of reductive symmetric Lie algebras and the associated symmetric spaces have become a topic of very active research spreading in more and more areas. For a survey of the state of the art we refer to [H096] and the literature cited there. In [KN96] and [KN097] we have investigated a generalization of this class of reductive symmetric Lie algebras which has quite similar structural properties and whose members are not necessarily reductive. The simplest type (called the group type) is the one with Q = I) (D (), where r is the flip involution and ^ is a Lie algebra containing open invariant elliptic convex cones. The domains associated to symmetric spaces of group type and the G-invariant complex analysis (invariant Stein domains and plurisubharmonic functions) resp. the consequences for the structure of representations of G in invariant Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions have been investigated in [Ne96b] resp. [Ne97] .
In this paper we address the case of symmetric spaces which are not necessarily of group type. As the detailed structural analysis in [KN96] shows, after some inessential reductions one sees that the class of symmetric spaces to which one might hope to extend the aforementioned complex geometric results corresponds to the class of symmetric Lie algebras (5, r) which has the property that iQ contains an open hyperbolic invariant convex cone TV, which, in addition, is invariant under -r. Then W H zq is an Inng( ^-invariant open hyperbolic cone in zq, and if W is maximal, then the maximal domains to which our methods apply are those of the form E(Wr\iq) := G. Exp(TVDzq) (explained below). These are complex domains whose boundaries contain a real symmetric space of G, but if Q is not compact, then these domains are not complex symmetric spaces of GC.
Formally the domain 2(TV D zq) can be defined as G XH (W D zq), where H C G
r is an open subgroup. All these domains turn out to carry natural complex structures, and G-acts by holomorphic automorphisms (cf. [KN097] ). If W C zq is a maximal hyperbolic cone, then we are interested in a description of the G-invariant Stein domains in 5(1^), the envelopes of holomorphy of any G-invariant domain, and a description of the G-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on invariant domains in 5 (TV). Further we want to apply these complex geometric results to obtain some information on the structure of the representations of G in invariant Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions on invariant domains.
An invariant domain D C E{W) can be described as S(Dq) := G xjfPq, where Pq C W is an H -invariant domain. Since the description of 5(Pq) does not exhibit its complex structure, it is in many cases preferable to use the following different realization. Let In the group case where Q = 1) e () and r is the flip involution we have G ^ H x H, Sw := ^c(W) is a complex OPshanskil semigroup, and S ^ Sw x Sw, where Sw denote the complex manifold Sw endowed with the opposite complex structure. For s = (si,^) € S we havê (51,52) = 0".52,T.
.si) and thus ^ = (s^s^). So ^ = s means that 5 = (si, s^). We conclude that Q(W) ^ S'H., where the embedding Sw -^ S is given by s \-> (s, 5*). In this realization of Q(W) the action of 5' is given by (s^t). x = sxt*.
The main results of this paper are the following:
(1) An invariant domain 2(Dq) is a Stein manifold if and only if Dq is convex.
(2) The envelope of holomorphy of a domain 2(Dq) is given by the smallest Stein domain containing it, i.e., 5(convDq).
(3) An invariant real C^-function (/) on an invariant domain 2(Dq) is plurisubharmonic if and only if the corresponding function ^ : X ^-> 0(Exp X) on Dq is locally convex.
(4) The representation of G in any irreducible invariant Hilbert subspace of Hoi (2(Dq)) is a unitary highest weight representation with spherical lowest K-type. In view of general desintegration results ofB. Krotz ([Kr97] ), this provides a suitable direct integral decomposition for any Hilbert subspace of Hoi (2(Dq)) as a direct integral of irreducible ones.
Invariant locally convex functions.
In this section we collect all results on the Lie algebra level that we will need later on -in particular in Section 3. The main results of this section concern the characterization of the convexity of an invariant function on an invariant domain Dq C q by properties of its restriction to a maximal abelian subspace a.
To simplify our notation, the class of Lie algebras considered in this section is a class which is dual to the one needed later on, but it will be no problem to translate the results from a symmetric Lie algebra to its dual. We call a root a € A semisimple, resp. solvable, if 5°' := ^ Us -^ {0}, resp. ^ C r. The set of all semisimple, resp. solvable, roots is denoted by A^, resp. A^. Note that A = A^UA^ fcf. [KN96] , Lemma IV.5(i) In the following (s^r) will always be a symmetric Lie algebra containing an invariant open elliptic invariant cone C which, in addition, is invariant under -r. Then W := qC\iC is an invariant open hyperbolic cone in q. In this section we will study invariant functions on domains Dq C W which are invariant under the group Innq(()).
To explain which symmetric Lie algebras (^r) arise in this context, and how they can be characterized intrinsically, we recall from [KN96] We briefly record the implications of this situation for the corresponding root decompositions of^c ^d 0. If t^ C 1)° is a Cartan subalgebra, then i 0 := ia + H is a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra of the dual Lie algebra ^c, and if p is a maximal hyperbolic Lie triple system in q containing a, then ^c := ()° + [p,p] + %p C Q° is the uniquely determined maximal compactly embedded subalgebra of Q° containing 1° ( [KN96] , Th. VIII.1). Moreover n(p) C 5(6°) and 3^(%3(p)) = ^c, so that (fl^r) is a quasihermitian Lie algebra. Furthermore there exists a ^-adapted positive system A^" C A := A(0c? ^c) ^^hich is compatible with A" 1 " in the sense that In this section G° denotes a connected group with Lie algebra Q° and -(G^^exp^i)).
The restriction theorem.
For / € C^fW) 11 the restriction of/ to C^x ls a W-invariant smooth function. The main objective of this subsection is to prove the following theorem which is a converse to this observation. 
that the product mapping is bijective, and that it has a regular differential. This completes the proof. D
We will use the decomposition of the group stated in the preceding lemma to obtain a corresponding decomposition of the open cone W. We set Cmax,p ^ Innfl(^)-Cmax c P-Since (^°,T) is a compact symmetric Lie algebra with ^Dzq = ip, it is clear that p is invariant under the Lie algebrâ := ^ni), hence that Cmax,p is a closed generating Inn^ (^-invariant cone in p. Proof. -The surjectivity of (f) follows from Lemma 1.2 and the fact that each orbit oflnng(^) in W intersects C^x ?N96], Th. III.3(ii)). The injectivity of (f) and the fact that it has a regular differential now follows from Lemma III.3 in [Ne96a] We omit the proofs of Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7 which consist in simply rewriting the proofs of Lemma III. 15 and Lemma III. 16 in [Ne96a] for the more general setting of symmetric spaces. (1) C is locally convex. 
Dnfl=c.
Proof. -(1) ==^ (2): If C is locally convex, then C+ = C'Da 4 ' inherits this property. Hence C^~ is a closed connected locally convex subset of the convex set f^na"^. Therefore [Ne96a] , Prop. 1.5, implies that C^~ is convex.
Let X e C and V C ^2 be an open convex neighborhood of X in q such that Vr\C is convex and note that this implies that VnC=Vr\Cr\a is also convex. Pick a C A+ with a(X) ^ 0 and Z <E 0°' \ {0}. Then [KN96, Lemma VI. 1] shows that ifpa:q->ais the projection along q D [a, 5], then
If t is so small that e ±tad ( z + T ( z )).X e V, then
cosh(tad(Z+r(Z))).X = ^^(^(^JC+e-^^^X)
e ^(v nC+ynC)cvnG. j (1) ^ is locally convex.
(2) ^a ^ locally convex and d^a(X)(Cx) C M-for all X C ^ H a. Proof. -(1) ==^ (2): If ^ is locally convex, then '0a is locally convex.
Let a e A with a{X) + 0, Z e 0 a \{0}, and put 7(1) = e^^+^.X. We have
and
Hence [Ne96a] , Prop. 1.17, shows that d^a(X)(Cx) <= K~ because the function ^a is constant on the curve 7.
(2) ==^ (3): We consider the symmetric Lie algebra Q^ := g x R with q^ := q x R, a^ := a x M, and the corresponding invariant cone W^ = W x R. Then C := epi('0) C Q, x R is an invariant subset of W^ and we put C := C D eft = epi(^a)-Since ^a ^s locally convex, it is continuous, and therefore C is a relatively closed locally convex subset of (fl. x R) H c^.
To see that C 
This means that epi(^a) c ^ satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.9(ii). So there exists an invariant convex subset D C W with Z)n(f^xR) = epi(^). We define a function ^ : conv(^) -^Rbŷ
{X):=mf{teR:(X,t)eD}.
To see that this function is well defined, we first note that by the convexity of D, for each X G conv(^) there exists t G R with (X, t) e P. -To obtain the equivalence between (1) and (2) in Theorem 1.10, we do not need that the set fl, Fl a^ is convex. In fact, this equivalence is a purely local assertion. Hence one can shrink fl, in such a way that Q, D a 4 ' becomes convex and then apply Theorem 1.10. D
Before we come to the characterization of the stably convex invariant functions, we first need at least some stably convex invariant function. We will see below that the assumptions made on Q in the following lemma are even necessary for the existence of such functions.
For a convex subset C of a vector space V we write lim(C') := {v € V : v + (7 C C} for the recession cone of (7. We put -H'(C') := lim(C') n -lim(C) = {v <E V : v + C = C}. To construct a stably convex invariant function on ^2, we first use [KN96] , Th. X.7(i), to find an open G^L^-TJ-invariant hyperbolic convex invariant subset f2 of q = iQ° with A H q = ^. Factoring the largest ideal of Q contained in I), we may, in addition, assume that the symmetric Lie algebra (g,r) is effective. Then the proof of [KN96] , Th. X.7(ii), shows that n contains no affine lines, so that we can use [Ne96a] , Lemma III. 11, to find a stably convex (^-invariant function '0 on Q, in such a way that the restriction -^ := ^\^ is a stably convex H -invariant function on ^2. D For the following theorem we recall that a symmetric Lie algebra (5, r) is said to be admissible if q contains lif-invariant generating hyperbolic subsets not containing affine lines. (1) i^ is stably locally convex.
(2) ^a is stably locally convex, d^aW e -int C^ for all X C ^ D a, and (g, r) is admissible. 
d^(X){a(X)[Z^T.Z])<0
for X € ^ H a, a(X) ^ 0, and 0 ^ Z C 9°'. Thus d^aW € -intC^. We conclude in particular that dipa(X) C -int(7^, hence that Cmin is pointed. Moreover, the preceding argument implies that [Z,r.Z] -=/ =-0 for a € A,^ and 0 7^ Z, i.e., that (fl,r) has cone potential. Therefore Lemma 1.12 proves the existence of a closed convex hyperbolic invariant subset C C q with H(C} = {0}, hence that (s,r) is admissible.
(2) =^ (3) follows from [KN96] , Th. VI.6.
(3) =^> (l): Let X C C. Since Cmin S Cx, the assumption d^aW e -int(C^)* C -intC^^ entails in particular that intC^^ 7^ 0, i.e., that the cone Cmm is pointed. Hence the assumptions of Lemma 1.12 are satisfied, so that, after shrinking f^ if necessary, we find a stably convex invariant function / on f2.
We choose an open convex neighborhood U of X which is invariant under the group YV X := {7 G W : 7.X = X}, such that Y e U and a(X) 7^ 0 implies Q^Y) ^ 0, and U C ^ is compact. Then the restriction of '0a to £/ is a convex H^-invariant function ([Ne96a], Cor. 1.6). Since U is relatively compact in Q, D a and '0a is stably convex on (b) If, in particular, fl, H a is convex, the condition d^a(X) € -Cf ollows from d^a(^) ^ ~^mm' Therefore we obtain the simpler criterion in this case saying that ^ is (stably) locally convex if and only if ^a is (stably) locally convex and d^aW € -C^ (o^a(X) e -mtC^) for all x e ^i n a. D
Extending invariant convex sets and functions.
In this subsection we deal with the problem of extending convex Hinvariant subsets of q to (^-invariant convex subsets of iQ° = q + i^ and of extending ff-invariant convex functions to (^-invariant convex functions. Our main result is Proposition 1.19 which will be important later on to make the results for the group case (see [Ne96a] ) available in our present setting. In this section we collect the calculations in low dimensional symmetric Lie algebras that will be needed to obtain the characterizations of invariant (strictly) plurisubharmonic functions on domains of the type Q(C). We keep the notation and the assumptions of Section 2. The most relevant cases are Q = s[2,R) with () = 5o(l, 1) and Q° = 5u(l, 1), Q = 5((2,R) with () = 5o(2, R) and ^ = 5u(2), and where Q° is the four dimensional oscillator algebra.
The solvable type.
In this subsection ^c denotes a solvable Lie algebra with compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t = ia. We assume that A"^ = {a}, so that there exist only two root spaces. Then ^c = u x I, where [ C t Proof. -With the same argument as in [Ne98] , Prop. 3.1, we conclude that exp(Z)* = expZ, hence that Z e a and therefore that a(Z) e R. is equivariant with respect to the adjoint action of 5T/(1,1) on 5((2,C).
The subset QF C 5l(2,C) is a complex quadric, the coadjoint orbit of the diagonal matrix H.
We observe that the coadjoint action of SU(1,1) on x>l(2, C) preserves the two subspaces Q° and ig°, wherê is given by With /^ = a(X) > 0 we then obtain
Now the assertion follows from the calculations made above and the relation
The compact simple case.
Example 2.5. -We consider the Lie algebra s = 5l(2,R), ^ = so(2) and Q° = 5u(2), so that Qc = ^(2,C). Then r(X) = -X T = FXF with We consider the action of G° = SU(2) on Q given by g.s :
is equivariant with respect to the adjoint action of SU(2) on $((2,C). The subset QF C sl(2, C) is a complex quadric, the coadjoint orbit of the diagonal matrix H. Proof. -As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we may w.l.o.g. assume that g = s((2,R). Furthermore [Xa,T.Xa\ = -a shows that () ^ so(2), and so we may assume that 
Envelopes of holomorphy of invariant domains.
For the following section we slightly change the global notation from the preceding section in that we interchange the symmetric Lie algebra (0, r) and its dual (5°, r). In these terms our setup is the following. The Lie algebra Q is assumed to contain an open invariant elliptic cone W which, in addition, is -r-invariant. We may w.l.o.g. assume that W is maximal and put W :=TVnq.
On the global level (G, r) denotes a connected symmetric Lie group with symmetric Lie algebra (s,r), and H C G r an open subgroup of the group of r-fixed points. Invariance of a domain in q or of a function on such a domain will always refer to the group Inng((}) acting on q. We recall from Corollary 1.18 that this leads to the same notion of invariance for each open subgroup H C G T .
Now we explain the construction of the domains we are interested in. Let D^ C i W be an invariant domain. Then we define
5(Pq) :=GXHDŵ hich is the orbit space for the action of H on G x D^ given by h.(g^ X) := (gh^.AdW.X). We write [g,X] := H.(g,X) for the elements of 2(Dq).
To endow this domain with a natural complex structure, we will use the complex OPshanskil semigroup S := FG(W). As already mentioned in the introduction, the antiinvolution X ^ -r(X) integrates to a holomorphic involutive antiautomorphism S -> S', s i->-^. We consider the domain S^ := {s € S : s^ = s} of (j-fixed points in S. The involution jt extends to the closed OPshanskil semigroup S := Tc(W) which acts on S^ by s.x := sxs^. Thus we obtain in particular an action of G by g. x = gxg^ = gxr(g)~1. It is clear that Exp(zTY) C S^ because W is the set of -r-fixed points in the larger cone W. We have seen in [KN097] , Th. IV.3, that the connected component 5^ of S^ containing Exp(iW) coincides with G.Exp(zW). Motived by this equality we define for an invariant domain Z)q C iW:
The following theorem shows that for H = G r the domains 5(Pq) and Q{D^) can be identified, and furthermore that Q(D^) is a submanifold of the complex manifold 5^.
For the following theorem we recall from Proposition 1.17 that extensions of invariant open domains Z)q C iW always exist. (ii) This follows by restriction from [KN097] , Th. IV.3(ii), Prop.
IV.4(iii). D Remark 3.2. -Let q : S = FG(W) -^ G denote the projection defined by the polar decomposition, i.e., q(gExpX) = g for g e G and
X € W. If we consider the action of G on 5' given by g.x := (73^, then the invariance of W shows that the map q is G-equi variant. Further q{S^) C G^, and therefore q{S^) C G^ = G. Prom that it is clear that q may be viewed as the projection map of a G-fiber bundle, and that the same holds for the restriction to the symmetric space GQ ^ G/G r . We see in particular that for each G-invariant domain D C S^ we have
is a G-invariant domain, then we will show in this section that each holomorphic function on D extends to the domain 2(convPq) (Theorem 3.4), and from that in particular derive that D is Stein if and only if Dq is convex (Theorem 3.5).
The following theorem will turn out to be an important tool to reduce problems on the domains Q{Dq) to the group case dealt with in [Ne98] . It generalizes Lemma V.5 in [KN097] .
THEOREM 3.3. -Let D^ C W be an extension of the H-invariant domain D^ C W and 7 : FG(D^) -^ Q(D^) denote the holomorphic map given by 7(s) = ss^. Then 7* : / i-^ / o 7 induces a bijection
Hol^Dq^Honrc^q))ŵ hose inverse is given by the push forward mapping 7* : Hoi (raW^ -> Hoi (Q(^)), / ^ (7(^ExpX) ^ f{gExpX)) for g e G, X e D^.
Proof. -First we note that the proof of [KN097] , Lemma V.5, shows that for each / G Hoi (rc(-Dq)) the function ^f on Q(D^) is well defined (because of the ff-right-invariance), and furthermore that 7+/ is a holomorphic function. Now 7*7*/ and / are two holomorphic functions on FG^D^) that coincide on G'Exp(-Dq), and the proof of [KN097] , Lemma V.5, shows that both functions coincide. This proves that 7* is surjective, hence bijective with inverse 7^, and this completes the proof. D 
Invariant plurisubharmonic functions.
We keep the setup of Section 3, i.e., (5, r) is a symmetric Lie algebra, W C Q is a maximal open elliptic -r-invariant cone, and W = W D q. We consider domains of the type 5(Z)q), where Dq C W is an ^-invariant domain.
Then the G-invariant functions on 5(Pq) are in natural one-to-one correspondence with TJ-invariant functions on Pq and therefore with Winvariant functions on a H Dq (cf. Proposition 1.5). We will show that a (7-invariant C^-function (/) on a G-invariant domain D = S(-Dq) is plurisubharmonic if and only if the corresponding ^f-invariant function ô n Dq is locally convex.
To see that the plurisubharmonicity of (f) implies the local convexity of '0, we will use the explicit calculations from Section 2 and then the results of Section 1 to pass from properties of if^a on a H Dq to properties of the function ^ on Pq. For the converse we can directly use the corresponding results in [Ne98] for the group case. To do this, we will first shrink Dŝ uch that a^ D D^ is convex, and then extend the function ^ to an invariant convex function on the domain conv(Dq) (cf. Theorem 1.10). This provides a reduction to the case where Dq is convex. Now we extend the H -invariant convex function ip on Dq to a convex (^-invariant function '0 on Dq (Proposition 1.19). Next we use [Ne98] to see that the corresponding function <f) on r<?(Pq) is plurisubharmonic and by restriction we then derive that (f) is plurisubharmonic. We now turn to the details of the proof. Since the assertion of the proposition is a local one, we may shrink Dq and therefore w.l.o.g. assume that a~^ D Dq is convex. Let ^a ''= '0|anDq-In view of Theorem 1.10, we have to show that ^ is a locally convex function with d^W{Cx) C R-for all X C a H D^.
Since the mapping Exp : ia + (a H Dq) -> 5(Dq) is holomorphic, the function ip is an %a-invariant plurisubharmonic function on the tube domain ia 4-(a D I^q), hence is locally convex (cf. [AL92] , p.369).
Let XQ e a H Dq, a 6 A and 0 7^ Xo; e s^. We have to show that We consider the subalgebra ^ := a + span{X^ =1= T.Xo} and note that it is one of the three types considered in Propositions 2.2/4/6. For a(\XotiT.Xa\) > 0 it is of the non-compact reductive type, for a(\XoiiT.Xo\) < 0 it is compact, and otherwise it is solvable (cf. [KN96] , Th. IV. 1). Putting W\ := Wnqi and writing G\ for the universal covering group of (exp^i) C (5, we now obtain a holomorphic (7i-equivariant map S(iy^) -> 5(TV) which is induced by the injection 51 -> Q of symmetric Lie algebras.
Let Bg := {z € C : \z\ < e} and 7 : B^ -^ S(W) a holomorphic map with 7(0) = expXo which factors over the mapping E(W-t) -^ 5(TV) to a map 71 : Be -> 5(1^1) of the type considered in Section II. This means in particular that there exists for each z G Be an element Qz € G c with
is subharmonic.
To prove the required assertions on the function '0a?
we now have to take a closer look at the different cases. In all cases we may write 
where cosh~1 : [l,oo[-» R"^ is the positive branch of the inverse function of cosh. In the Riemannian reductive case we have
From these formulas we see that in all cases we may write with z = x + iy.
-0a(log(^.7(^))) = (hof){x,y) withf(x,y) = ax 2 -\-by 2 -\-cx^+dy 4 +ex 2 y 2 .
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Then the assumption that ^ is a C^-function implies that h is a C 2 -function, and, since /(0,0) = 0 and d/(0,0) = 0, Lemma 4.1 implies that
The function h is given by the following formulas: In the solvable case
in the non-Riemannian reductive case
and in the Riemannian reductive case:
The coefficients a and b are given by Proof. -Again we use the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 to see that we may w.l.o.g. assume that H = G r .
Suppose first that (f) is strictly plurisubharmonic. Then the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 show that '0a is a stably locally convex function on a D D^ and that for 0 7^ Xa € Q^ and X € a D D^ with d(X) 7^ 0 we have
This implies in particular that Q has cone potential and that Cmin is pointed with d^a(^0 ^ hit C^ for each X € aDDq. Therefore Theorem 1.13 implies that ^ is a stably locally convex function on Dq.
Conversely, suppose that ^ ls stably convex, i.e., ^a is stably locally convex, d^a(X) € -int(Cx)* for all X € a D zDq, and Q is admissible (Theorem 1.13). Proof. -This is the same argument as in [Ne97] , Lemma III.5. D According to the preceding lemma, it suffices to consider Hilbert spaces which live on domains of holomorphy in 5(IV), i.e., we may assume that Dq is a convex subset of W. (1) sup(d^),X).
(2) lim d^(Y+tX)(X).
Proof. -Let 01,02,03,04 denote the numbers defined in (1)-(4).
First we note that for each convex function g :]0,oo[-^ R^ the functions g(t + h) -g{t) are increasing which follows from the inequalities g(t + h) -g(t} ^ g(s + h) -g(t) ^ g{s + h) -g(s)
h ~ s -t-}-h ~ h which in turn are direct consequences of the convexity of g. We conclude that the function
is increasing because f(t) = lim -,fh(t) holds with fh(t) = ^(Y -h tX + h->o-{-n hX) --0(Y + tX). This shows that 02 exists.
It is clear that 01 > 02, and that 04 > 03. Further [Ne97] , Lemma H.6, implies that 01 = 04 and, applying this argument to the function (t) := -0(V + tX), we also obtain 02 = 03. So it remains to show that 04 < 03.
To this end we may w.l.o.g. assume that 03 < oo, otherwise there is nothing to show. Inductively we obtain
for all n e N, i.e., Our next step is to show that an irreducible representation of G in an invariant Hilbert subspace UK C Hol(Pq) is absolutely iVmin-dissipative. In Theorem 5.7 we have already seen that it is IVmin-dissipative, so that it remains to check that we may reduce the problem to the situation where the representation has trivial kernel. 
=.a.(7TK(r.g).f)(z),
i.e.,^K
(g) O(T = a o TTK^r.g).
From this relation it follows in particular that ker7Tj< is r-invariant. D
Before we can prove Theorem 5.13 below, we need the following reduction lemma. (ii) First we note that Hi is an open subgroup of G\ 1 so that 5(2^i) is well denned. Since S(Dq) covers Q(D^) C 5'tt, 5(jDq,i) covers Q(^q,i) C 5' } (Theorem 3.1), and the corresponding map S -^ S^ is holomorphic, it follows that the mapping pp is holomorphic. Now Theorem 5.7 applied to the action of G, resp. Gi, on U C Hol(Pi) shows that the representation of Gi on this space is T^min idissipative because the one-parameter semigroups given by (Exp(tX).f) {z} = /(ExptXbExptX), X e Wmin,i, t € R+, are contractive. Hence (TT,^) is absolutely Wmm-dissipative and therefore a highest weight representation (Theorem 5.10). D So far we have seen that each irreducible representation of G in an invariant Hilbert space is a highest weight representation. The next step is to restrict the class of those highest weight representations which may occur.
To get more information on these highest weight representations, we ask the more general question which highest weight representations of G can be found in the space Hoi (Q(Dq)) ^ Hol(rc?(5q))^ (cf. Theorem 3.3). Since D = 2(Pq) is covered by the domain G x^ Pq, we may w.l.o.g. assume that G is simply connected and that H = G r .
Let GC be a simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra Qc^ and r] : G -f GC the natural map induced by the inclusion Q^Qc^ Proof. -First we show that a necessary condition for the existence of V\ is that the space F(X) ^ V^ which is a highest weight representation of K of highest weight A is spherical. We recall from Theorem 3.3 that we may identify the spaces Hoi (5(Dq)) and Hoi (TG^D^)) .
Let U C ^ be an open subset which can be written as U = UpUKUni where Up C P~ and £/^f C He are connected identity neighborhoods and UK ^= ^c is a JC-left-and Jf^-right-invariant domain. Now the space of J^-right-invariant holomorphic functions on U which are annihilated by the right-invariant vector fields corresponding to p~ restricts to the space of right 7^-invariant holomorphic functions on the domain UK' If / € Ho^l/^)^ is contained in a finite dimensional t-invariant subspace, then the representation of t on this space integrates to a holomorphic representation of Xc, and this implies that / extends to a holomorphic function on KC-Since the representation of K on the -ftr-finite functions in Hol^c)^ is multiplicity free, each irreducible subspace occurs with multiplicity at most one, and only the Jfj^-spherical irreducible representations of K occur in this space (cf. [Hel84] ). Now assume that we have a ^-equivariant embedding y^Hoi(rG(Pq))^.
Lifting the embedding TG^(W)^->Q, to a regular holomorphic map FG(W) -> n, we also obtain a regular holomorphic map 1^(1^) -> f2. We claim that this map is injective. In fact, it suffices to show that the subgroup K C G is mapped injectively into fl, which follows from the fact that 
CLL t-0
Therefore the ^c-submodule of Hoi (TG(W)) generated by F{\) is a highest weight module V\ of highest weight A. This shows that Hoi (S(Dq)) contains a unique highest weight module V\ of weight A if and only if thê -module F(\) of highest weight A is spherical. D
